
resume or cv?
A resume is as tool to market your relevant qualifications such as academic 
and professional experience to an employer. The resume is prepared as a 
gateway to gaining an interview. Resumes are written without the use of 
personal pronouns (i.e. I, me, my).

Capture the reader's attention quickly1

This is accomplished through clean and organized formatting.
Example: you will want to have organized headings, appropriate font sizes, 
consistent bullet point formats, and standardized margins.

Target the company and job requirements2

...to demonstrate suitability and relevance of qualifications.
It is essential to carefully read and review the job posting and adapt your 
resume to the requirements of the position (using the employers key words, 
and organizing headings by order of relevance.)

An Effective Resume Should:

Establish credibility3

Provide examples and accomplishments that highlight how you have utilized 
the skills you identified on your resume.

Inspire the reader to want to know more4

Your goal is to prove that you are the best candidate, and inspire the employer 
to invite you for an interview.

Be paired with a tailored cover letter5

Cover letters provide you with an opportunity to highlight and connect your 
relevant transferable skills and experiences to display your qualifications 
based on the job posting

mymeI

resume or cv?
Resume

Summary of skills, education and experiences

It is brief and concise, typically 1 to 2 pages in length

Focused on highlighting hands on experiences and 
development from one position/experience to another

CV (Curriculum Vitae)
Includes detailed review of educational and academic 
backgrounds (i.e. teaching and research experience, 
thesis work, publications, presentations, awards, 
honours, affiliations and professional memberships 
among other details)

Generally much longer than a resume with more 
detailed synopsis, typically there is no limitations for 
number of pages

Used when applying for academic, scientific, or 
research oriented positions, it is also used when 
applying for select graduate programs, as well as 
fellowships and grant proposals

Internationally, employers may expect a CV from 
applicants. However in North America a CV is primarily 
used for research/academic purposes

References are included at the end of the CV

types of resumes

This is a 'traditional' resume format, it highlights the candidate's 
qualifications and professional achievements through the description of 
work experiences that show growth and development over time.

chronological resume

what makes the chronological resume unique?1

It strongly emphasizes the employment history and the 
accomplishments that occur within the increasingly expert positions

This style of resume is ideal if you have 3 or more relevant work 
experiences in your field of interest

The chronological resume organization2

Contact information
Career summary (optional)
Highlights of qualifications
Education
Work experience
Applied projects (optional)
Volunteer experience (optional)
Awards, memberships, extracurricular activities (optional)

2011-2012
McDonalds
Shift 
Supervisor

2014-Present
Research 
Assistant

2014-Present
Teaching
Assistant

types of resumes

Many undergraduate students find that a skills based resume format is a 
better fit for their experience. It is the ideal format to use when one does 
not have much work experience to highlight. The skills based resume 
focuses on academic training, as well as subject specific skills and abilities.

skills based resume

what makes the skills based resume unique?1

Emphasis here is the skills and 
education and how those relate to the 
employment opportunity.

Includes a 'skills profile' which is 
broken down into subsets of key skills 
(usually 2 or 3) that are possessed by 
the applicant that relate closely to the 
job advertised.

Focus is on WHAT has been achieved 
rather than WHERE it has been 
achieved.

Additionally the education section 
could contain more details about 
achievements and projects completed.

The skills based resume organization2

Contact info
Career objective (optional)
Education
Skills profile
Work history
Volunteer Experience (optional)
Awards/memberships/extra-curricular (optional)

A+

types of resumes

The combined resume is a great way to showcase your qualifications if you 
have one or two directly related work experiences. This will allow for some 
explanation of those experiences in addition to the skills based 
accomplishments that are directly job related.

combined resume

what makes the combined resume unique?1

This resume format allows you to emphasize BOTH your related work 
experience as well as your skills, accomplishments, and achievements 
gained in other areas (Example: through courses, term projects, and 
extracurricular activities).

The Combined resume organization2

Contact Information
Objective Statement (optional)
Education
Demonstrated skills/ Abilities
Applied Projects (Optional)
Work History/Employment
Volunteer Experience (Optional)
Extracurricular/Volunteer (optional)

formatting Comparison3

Contact information
Career summary
Highlights of 
qualifications
Education
Work experience
Awards, memberships, 
extracurricular activities

Contact information
Career objective
Education
Skills profile
Work history
Volunteer Experience
Awards, memberships, 
extra-curricular

Contact Information
Objective Statement
Education
Demonstrated skills
Projects
Relevant Work History
Volunteer Experience
Awards, memberships, 
extra-curricular

Chronological skills based combined resume
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Many people begin their job search by looking online as it is easily accessible, 
convenient, and you can instantly identify a list of different jobs. However, the jobs listed 
online only represent approximately 20% of jobs that may be available. The remaining 
80% of jobs that are available are hidden, and are not advertised to the public eye. This 
80% is what we call "the Hidden Job Market”.

You may also choose to use online resources to get a sense of the labour market trends. 
However, keep in mind that while labour market information may provide you with insight 
regarding the demand of a particular job, these statistics are often based on 
assumptions and can change quickly.

online job search

Although applying online may not 
be the best job search approach, 
online resources can provide 
valuable information such as who 
is hiring (organizations/companies), 
and what qualifications employers 
are seeking.

websites that may prove helpful in your job search
Job Bank: The Government of Canada's leading source for jobs and labour market 
information

Charity Village: Canada's online community focused on careers, work life, and 
human  resources issues in the social profit sector

Talent Egg: Canada's career hub for students and new graduates that are looking for 
meaningful  jobs and internships

E-Blue Book: The Ottawa Community Resources Database that allows you to search 
different local organizations

Yellow Pages: Identify potential organizations in any city in Canada

O-Net: An American database of occupational information on skills, abilities, 
knowledge, work activities, and interests associated with 900 occupations. 

Career Cruising: A Canadian website that provides information about various 
occupations under the "Learn about Careers” tab
 Username: Carleton
 Password: University

15% of job postings 
that are advertised 
are at the tip of the 

iceberg. 

hidden job market

Job Postings
(15%)

Hidden Job Market
(85%)

The remaining 85% 
of the iceberg is 

beneath the surface 
of the water 

surrounded by lots of 
the luscious fish -or 
unadvertized jobs.

Online job postings are convenient and accessible, making them much more competitive

How to Access The Hidden Job Market:

Direct Approaches
Go to the employer

Information Interviews
Arrange interviews with Industry professionals

Networking
Talk to people about their experiences
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Without having a goal or a clear sense of direction as to where you are going, the job 
search process can become both frustrating and time consuming. Knowing who you are, 
and what's out there are essential. Therefore, exploring the following two factors before 
you are under the time pressure to find a job will help you effectively identify what you 
are looking for:

introduction

Self-assessment will empower you to work towards a more targeted goal. In 
order to foster a greater sense of self-awareness, it is important to 
consider the following three elements:

self assessment

What are your skills/abilities?3

What are your interests?1

What activities do you like to participate in?

Do you like to spend time indoors or outdoors?

What are your hobbies?

What do you like to read in your spare time?

Would you rather work in a  group or alone?

Would you rather work with people or with objects?

What are your favorite courses? English
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1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

police

What are your values?2

This refers to any factors that may be of importance to you in a future job. 
By understanding what is important to you, prioritizing what opportunities 
to look for, and which to eliminate, your job search will be much easier to 
conduct.

Contents of a cover letter:



Hidden Job Market
(80%)

How to Access
The Hidden Job Market

Direct Approaches
Information Interviews

Networking

Job Postings
(20%)

The Hidden Job Market

Resume

Using an ad/
job posting

Trusted agency

Networker

Internal candidates/referrals

Where employers 
first look to hire

Where most job seekers 
first look to work


